
Testimonial: Our Kids

 Working with Creative Communications has been barrier breaking for Our Kids. As we approached 
the milestone of  30 years of  service, Our Kids wanted to capture our mission and our “tribe” in a kaleidoscopic 
way. As experts in providing medical evaluations and crisis counseling in response to child sexual abuse, we 
have many stakeholders throughout Middle Tennessee: the children and families who are struggling with 
child sexual abuse, DCS, law enforcement, District Attorneys, child advocacy centers, pediatric practices 
and other professionals as well as contributors and board members. Mac Pirkle sculpted an amazing process 
to work closely with Our Kids staff to better understand our perspective on our mission, our work and the 
issue of  child sexual abuse.

This deep work with Creative Communications staff clarified our “True North,” “Bedrock Beliefs,” and 
“Core Behavioral Values.” The Our Kids staff was stunned by some of  the revelations revealed by this 
process work and by the way these values and beliefs were stated. This clarity naturally led to a deeper 
understanding of  the need for a series of  in-depth interviews which represented many stakeholder voices. 
More importantly, as Executive Director, I asserted the need for an “Anthem Video” which I believed 
could begin a national conversation about child sexual abuse. After all, the secrecy and silence around the 
issue of  child sexual abuse fortify the stigma, shame and suffering of  millions of  adult survivors. Especially 
with the production of  What If  I Told You, Mac and his staff created a miracle! They successfully wove the 
beautiful narrative with a stark yet truth telling, jarring visual of  children and adults portraying the epidemic 
prevalence of  child sexual abuse. I believe this video will launch a national movement.

The ultimate result of  our partnership with Creative Communications is a collection of  radiant visual assets 
including a series of  in-depth videos, a 30th anniversary video and a stunning two minute video branded 
What If  I Told You. There are so many applications for these visual assets as we continue to celebrate our 30 
plus years of  service and bring honor to the many people and organizations we call community partners. 
Most of  all, the What If  I Told You video (two minute, one minute and 30 second versions) will link this 
country to resources and services to report child sexual abuse, raise awareness to prevent child sexual abuse 
and bring support and honor to the millions of  adult survivors who are carrying shame that doesn’t belong 
to them.

Sue Fort White
Executive Director, Our Kids

Our relationship with Our Kids started with a Vision & Values consultation that empowered the organization to strenghthen 
their vision of  the future after 30 years of  service to the community. What followed was the creation of  a variety of  assets: a 
30th anniversary video to be used at events and online, a collection of  video vignettes to be pushed out on a variety of  platforms, 
and several versions of  a “statement” video that serve as the keystone for a national awareness campaign.


